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Response to Referee 1 (F. Colijn) 8 
 9 

This MS is a very useful contribution to the understanding of physical processes in a coastal 10 

sea. The main issue is the use of different observational techniques like moorings, surveys and 11 

Ferryboxes to obtain high resolution high frequency data on physical and biological 12 

parameters. The paper is well written and easily understandable. There are some language 13 

issues which need to be solved by a native speaker and one point of criticism should be taken 14 

on board by the authors.  15 

 16 

Response: English is revised. 17 

 18 

 19 

The paper is very descriptive, thus there is a need to add some questions or hypotheses which 20 

were tested by performing this scientific approach.  21 

 22 

Response: Descriptive sections are shortened in the revised manuscript. Scientific questions 23 

and hypothesis are formulated in a more straightforward way in the revised Introduction 24 

section. For instance, the following sentences are added to relevant part of the text: “This 25 

suggestion of higher sub-mesoscale activity associated with some types or phases of coastal 26 

upwelling has to be analyzed further, and such analysis based on combined Ferrybox, buoy 27 

profiler, and Scanfish data is one of the tasks in the present paper.” “The hypothesis that 28 

under certain mesoscale conditions, such as development and relaxation of coastal upwelling 29 

events in a stratified estuary, the sub-mesoscale processes are more energetic than predicted 30 

by the theory of quasi-geostrophic turbulence in the ocean interior is tested.”  31 

 32 

 33 

It is a pity that there is relatively little connection between the very detailed physical analysis 34 

and the potential consequences for the biology, e.g. in the introduction the authors mention 35 

that these physical processes might influence the species composition of the phytoplankton. In 36 

reality there is just chlorophyll and one bloom forming species is mentioned. If there is more 37 

information on the species composition under changing physical conditions of up- and 38 

downwelling or intrusions of other water bodies, then this would support the quality of the 39 

paper.  40 

 41 

Response: We think that a more detailed analysis of impact of physical processes on 42 

phytoplankton species composition should be presented in separate papers (as it was done 43 

using the data from summer 2010 by Lips and Lips, 2014, referred here). In this paper we 44 

mainly have discussed the Chl a dynamics (and a vertically migrating species Heterocapsa 45 

triquetra) when describing the impact of physical processes on phytoplankton.  46 

 47 

 48 

A final point is the quality of the chlorophyll calibrations: different sensors or fluorimeters 49 

were used, how good were the intercalibrations between these different measurement devices 50 
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and how stable were they. This would be important information for other groups dealing with 51 

this problem of data conversion. Were the 11 water samples taken over the week or during 52 

one transect?  53 

 54 

Response: Since the chlorophyll a fluorescence readings are, besides the chlorophyll a 55 

content, influenced by many other factors we have implemented the routines to calibrate the 56 

sensors by regular laboratory analysis of water samples. For the Ferrybox system, the samples 57 

are collected along the ferry route once a week. During different years, depending on the aims 58 

of the measurements, from 11 to 17 samples are collected weekly (once a week). We tried to 59 

be more precise in the revised manuscript when describing this procedure. For the buoy 60 

profiler, the sampling for sensor calibration is conducted bi-weekly and for the Scanfish it is 61 

done in association to each survey. We have used three different sensors (SCUFA, Turner 62 

Design; Seapoint fluorimeter; and TriOS microFlu-chl-A fluorimeter) in the present study. 63 

Seapoint and Trios sensors have been quite stable over the years and for summer conditions 64 

(characterized by certain phytoplankton species composition) only one conversion equation 65 

was used. Seasonally fixed conversion equations were used for the Ferrybox fluorescence 66 

sensor (as described in the manuscript). We consider that the data acquired with the three 67 

sensors fit quite well with each other as seen, for instance, in Fig. 10. A more thorough 68 

analysis of performance of chlorophyll sensors attached to the autonomous systems is a topic 69 

in a separate study (the results will be available soon).  70 

 71 

 72 

In Fig. 6 and 8 legends regarding the o- and x- should be added, to avoid any 73 

misunderstanding.  74 

 75 

Response: Explanations added to the figure legends. 76 

 77 

 78 

All figures are of good quality and their legends are clear. I did not check the references but at 79 

least they are up-to-date. 80 

 81 

 82 

  83 
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Response to Referee 2 (E. Svendsen) 92 

1. Scientific significance: 93 

The paper touch upon a very important issue, namely the effect sub-mesoscale processes have 94 

on vertical mixing and thereby supply of nutrients to the euphotic layer impacting primary 95 

production and thereby the whole ecosystem. Most numerical models do not have sufficient 96 

spatial resolution to handle these processes, and it is a big challenge to find a good way to 97 

parameterize these processes in larger scale models. Assessment of the importance of sub-98 

mesoscale processes is not new, however the compilation of different in situ data to give a 99 

3(4)D view of the processes is to my knowledge quite unique. 100 

 101 

2. Scientific quality: 102 

The scientific approach and applied methods are valid. However, my main concern about the 103 

paper is how the data are discussed and analysed, the readability. Many time series (wind, 104 

hydrography and Chla from different sources) are discussed separately by describing many 105 

individual events, and the reader is “drowning” in many event descriptions, having a hard 106 

time to connect the links between wind events, up-downwelling, sub-mesoscale features and 107 

Chla/prim.prod.  108 

 109 

Response: We agree that the description of time series was too lengthy, and the text is 110 

shortened in the revised manuscript. We tried to present the data in a more readable form, e.g. 111 

to have links between the different sub-chapters and figures. See also the response below 112 

where it is justified why we prefer to keep the original structure of the manuscript.  113 

 114 

One of the key findings is the typical -2 slope in the horizontal wave number spectra, however 115 

it is only in the final discussion they describe what this physically/practically means, namely 116 

that sub-mesoscale processes are more energetic than suggested by the quasi-geostrophic 117 

theory of turbulence in the ocean interior (maybe obvious to specialists in turbulence). In this 118 

respect I would also like to see some quantitative “thoughts” on how much it changes the 119 

actual vertical mixing/vertical transports and how we maybe can use this to improve the 120 

parameterization in numerical models.  121 

 122 

Response: This is a very relevant comment. Nevertheless, we think that to have reliable 123 

estimates of changes in vertical mixing/transport and to propose improved parameterization in 124 

numerical models is too large topic to be included in the present paper. We have plans to 125 

conduct such analysis and to present the result in a separate paper. 126 

 127 

Several places there the direct effect of wind mixing is mentioned. This is more related to the 128 

cubed wind speed (than the wind speed), and I suggest including simple time series of cubed 129 

wind speed (based on the highest possible resolved data and thereafter averaged to a suitable 130 

(daily?) time-resolution). 131 

 132 
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Response: Times series of wind vectors is replaced by time series of wind stress vectors. See 133 

the comment below. Time resolution of the used data series is 3 hours.  134 

 135 

3. Presentation quality and specific comments 136 

As mentioned above, I would suggest to delete the detailed and lengthy descriptions of the 137 

individual data series, and rather focus on fully descriptions of the individual events. This 138 

could mean rearranging some of the figures.  139 

 140 

Response: We prefer to keep the structure of the paper as it was in the submitted version. 141 

Nevertheless, we agree that the description of time series was too lengthy, and the text is 142 

shortened in the revised manuscript. The decision to keep the original structure is justified by 143 

the main aim of the paper to reveal general statistical characteristics of sub-mesoscale 144 

features/variability and relate them to the mesoscale background. The individual events are 145 

analyzed in separate papers for some data (e.g. summer 2010 results are presented by Lips and 146 

Lips, 2014) or will be a subject of next papers (e.g. events in summer 2012).   147 

 148 

Some specific comments:  149 

a. Most figures have too tiny text on the axis. Especially I had a very hard time with this on 150 

the important Fig.3. This must be changed.  151 

 152 

Response: Fig. 3 is revised. 153 

 154 

b. Suggest to change “sub-mesoscale” to “sub-mesoscale features” in the title. 155 

 156 

Response: Done. 157 

 158 

c. When first mentioning the spectral slope (-2 versus -3) in the introduction they should say 159 

what this actually/physically means (see comment above on this). 160 

 161 

Response: Done. The sentence introducing this issue is complemented in the revised 162 

manuscript. It reads: “It has been shown that if the spatial resolution of numerical models was 163 

increased the spectral slope converted rather to -2 than -3 (Capet et al., 2008) suggesting that 164 

sub-mesoscale processes play an important role in the energy cascade from larger to smaller 165 

scales.” 166 

 167 

d. Suggest adding some names on countries and the Baltic (No American would know 168 

where this is on earth). 169 

 170 

Response: Done. 171 

 172 

e. The data from the ferry is assumed to have 160m resolution. I guess this is assuming the 173 

ferry always have the same constant speed, independent of weather etc. If this is not the case, 174 

how would it affect the results? 175 

 176 

Response: The ferry speed certainly influences the data quality and calculation results. For 177 

instance, the changes in the speed cause changes also in the flow through time of water 178 

through the sea chest and, thus, the time lag between the water intake and actual 179 

measurements (as described in the manuscript). One of the advantages of using data from a 180 

regular ferry line is that they always try to keep the schedule, which means also the speed 181 

along the ferry route. In a few occasions, the ferry speed was clearly higher than an average of 182 
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15-16 knots. Since the system also records the ferry speed as a background parameter, we 183 

were able to identify those occasions and did not include such data in the analysis.  184 

 185 

f. Related to Figure 2 I would also would like to see time series of cubed wind speed and take 186 

this into the discussions/descriptions 187 

 188 

Response: Times series of wind vectors is replaced by time series of wind stress vectors. We 189 

prefer to present wind stress instead of cubed wind speed since wind stress is the main forcing 190 

behind kinetic energy in the sea. The aim is to show that the sub-mesoscale processes play an 191 

important role in the energy cascade from larger to smaller spatial scales.   192 

 193 

g. Fig. 3: In addition to not being able to read the axis text and numbers, it took me a long 194 

time to understand the figure. I think some better description on how the data are combined in 195 

the different cubes would help. 196 

 197 

Response: Done. 198 

 199 

h. It is mentioned that the spectral slope are up to -3.7, but it is unclear where this is found. 200 

(Max values in the table is -2.6) 201 

 202 

Response: The slopes estimated based on single crossings reached the value -3.7 (see Fig. 4). 203 

In the table average values for certain periods are given. 204 

 205 

i. In Fig 6 it is not described which line is what 206 

 207 

Response: Explanation is added in the figure legend. 208 

 209 

j. In 3.5 you should also mention that convergence/divergence may rapidly change the 210 

concentration of Chla 211 

 212 

Response: Relevant text about the role of the convergence of surface waters (Chl a) and 213 

possible impact of re-stratification is given in the Discussion section. 214 

 215 

  216 
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 224 

Abstract 225 

High-resolution numerical modelling, remote sensing and in situ data have revealed 226 

significant role of sub-mesoscale features in shaping the distribution pattern of tracers in the 227 

ocean upper layer. However, in situ measurements are difficult to conduct with the required 228 

resolution and coverage in time and space to resolve the sub-mesoscale, especially in such 229 

relatively shallow basins as the Gulf of Finland where the typical baroclinic Rossby radius is 230 

2-5 km. In order tTo map the multi-scale spatiotemporal variability in the gulf, we initiated 231 

continuous measurements with autonomous devices, including a moored profiler and 232 

Fferrybox system, which were complemented by dedicated research vessel based surveys. The 233 

analysis of collected high-resolution data in summers 2009-2012 revealed pronounced 234 

variability at the sub-mesoscale in the presence of mesoscale upwelling/downwelling, fronts, 235 

and eddies. The horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance in the surface layer 236 

had slopes close to -2 between the lateral scales from 10 to 0.5 km. Similar tendency towards 237 

the -2 slopes of horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance was found in the 238 

seasonal thermocline between the lateral scales from 10 to 1 km. It suggests that the 239 

ageostrophic sub-mesoscale processes could contribute considerably to the energy cascade in 240 

such stratified sea basin. We showed that the intrusions of waters with different salinity, 241 

which indicate the occurrence of layered flow structure, could appear in the process of 242 

upwelling/downwelling development and relaxation in response to variable wind forcing. We 243 

suggest that the sub-mesoscale processes play a major role in feeding surface blooms in the 244 

conditions of coupled coastal upwelling and downwelling events in the Gulf of Finland. 245 

 246 

Keywords: sub-mesoscale features, stratification, autonomous systems, spatial spectra, Gulf 247 

of Finland 248 

 249 
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1. INTRODUCTION 250 

 251 

Essential contribution of mesoscale processes to the vertical exchanges of nutrients in the 252 

open ocean has been suggested and proved by a number of studies in the recent two decades 253 

(e.g. McGillicuddy et al., 1998; Martin and Pondaven, 2003). These studies were motivated 254 

by the discrepancies between the direct measurements of vertical turbulent exchanges and 255 

indirect estimates of nutrient fluxes to support net primary production (Jenkins, 1988). Two 256 

conceptual views of additional nutrient supplies related to mesoscale eddies exist: (1) vertical 257 

exchanges due to the time evolution of eddies and (2) vertical pumping at small scales, i.e. 258 

within the sub-mesoscale structures (Klein and Lapeyre, 2009). The latter hypothesis is 259 

supported by recent observations and modeling with increased spatial resolution suggesting 260 

that the sub-mesoscale processes significantly contribute to the vertical exchange of water 261 

mass properties between the upper and deep ocean (Bouffard et al., 2012). Sub-mesoscale 262 

processes are characterized by order-one (O(1)) Rossby and Richardson numbers (Thomas, 263 

2008), large vertical velocity and vorticity fluctuations and large vertical buoyancy flux, 264 

resulting in considerable intermittency of oceanographic properties in the upper ocean (Capet 265 

et al., 2008). 266 

Main physical forcing components for the non-tidal Baltic Sea system are the atmospheric 267 

forcing, exchange of heat energy and fresh water through the sea surface, and input of 268 

freshwater from rivers and saltier North Sea water through the Danish Straits (Omstedt et al., 269 

2004). It was identified already in the 1980s that the Baltic Sea has rich mesoscale variability 270 

with spatial scales O(10) km through the whole water column (Aitsam et al., 1984) and 271 

evidence is increasing that remarkable changes occur in the system due to meso- and sub-272 

mesoscale processes (e.g. Nausch et al., 2009; Lips et al., 2009). Recent results based on 273 

analysis of high resolution in situ (Lips et al., 2011), numerical modeling (Laanemets et al., 274 

2011) and remote sensing (Uiboupin et al., 2012) data from the Gulf of Finland showed that 275 

the sub-mesoscale features significantly shape the distribution pattern of tracers in this 276 

stratified basin. Among such features, the upwelling filaments and intra-thermocline 277 

intrusions with lateral scales less than the internal Rossby radius of deformation, which is 278 

about 2-5 km in the Gulf of Finland (Alenius et al., 2003), are named. 279 

The layered structure of the major basins of the Baltic Sea, with the seasonal thermocline 280 

and the halocline situated at different depths – about 10-30 m and 60-80 m, respectively, is a 281 

challenge to be accurately described by numerical models (Tuomi et al., 2012). In many 282 

cases, a proper validation of model results is difficult due to the absence of observational data 283 
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with the required resolution and coverage in time and space. In order to fill this gap a number 284 

of autonomous devices, including moored profilers and Fferryboxes, and towed instruments 285 

are applied in the Gulf of Finland. According to high-resolution profiling at a fixed position in 286 

the Gulf of Finland, quasi-stationary stratification patterns of the thermocline occurred there 287 

at time scales of 4-15 days (Liblik and Lips, 2012) and the vertical dynamics of 288 

phytoplankton were largely defined by these patterns (Lips et al., 2011). Furthermore, TS-289 

variability at the sub-mesoscale was significant during the transition periods between the 290 

quasi-stationary patterns (Liblik and Lips, 2012). 291 

Coastal upwelling events are prominent mesoscale features in the Gulf of Finland 292 

(Uiboupin and Laanemets, 2009) leading to considerable vertical transport of nutrients into 293 

the euphotic layer (Laanemets et al., 2011; Lips et al., 2009) and influencing the 294 

phytoplankton growth and species composition (e.g. Lips and Lips, 2010). Analysis of 295 

Ferrybox data collected along the ferry line Tallinn-Helsinki in the central part of the Gulf of 296 

Finland revealed occurrence of the two types of upwelling events (Kikas and Lips, 2015). 297 

Beside of the classical coastal upwelling with a strong upwelling front, the second type of 298 

upwelling events existed where a gradual decrease of surface layer temperature from the open 299 

sea towards the coast was observed. The latter type was characterized by a relatively high 300 

spatial variability at scales of a few to ten kilometers, which as suggested by Kikas and Lips 301 

(2015) could be a sign of sub-mesoscale dynamics in the case of wind forcing not strong 302 

enough to produce an Ekman transport in the entire surface layer. This suggestion of higher 303 

sub-mesoscale activity associated with some types or phases of coastal upwelling has to be 304 

analyzed further. Such analysis based on combined Ferrybox, buoy profiler and Scanfish data 305 

was one of the tasks of the present study.  306 

According to the theory of quasi-geostrophic turbulence, the shape of the energy spectrum 307 

should follow the -3 slope in the logarithmic scale at the spatial scales below the mesoscale 308 

(Charney, 1971). It has been shown that if the spatial resolution of numerical models was 309 

increased the spectral slope converted rather to -2 than -3 (Capet et al., 2008) suggesting that 310 

sub-mesoscale processes play an important role in the energy cascade from larger to smaller 311 

scales. Still, it is a major challenge to map sub-mesoscale processes and phenomena by in situ 312 

observations. Due to the temporal and spatial scales to be resolved, distinction between the 313 

temporal and spatial variability is difficult based on the high-resolution 3-D surveys by a 314 

single technique, platform or device. We have applied in situ observations, using both 315 

autonomous devices and research vessel, for mapping temporal variability in temperature, 316 

salinity and chlorophyll a distribution patterns in the Gulf of Finland. Close to the Ferrybox 317 
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line Tallinn-Helsinki, an autonomous profiler was deployed in the summers of 2009-2012. 318 

This data set allows us to estimate simultaneously the temporal changes of in the horizontal 319 

distribution patterns in the surface layer and vertical stratification (vertical temperature and 320 

salinity distribution) at a station close to the Ferrybox line simultaneously. In addition, 321 

Scanfish surveys were conducted in the area to reveal the spatial variability in the sub-surface 322 

layer.  323 

The main aim of the present paper is to describe spatial and temporal variability at the 324 

mesoscale and sub-mesoscale, indicate the main sub-mesoscale features and their effects on 325 

the vertical stratification as well as chlorophyll a dynamics under different forcing conditions 326 

by combining high-resolution observational data (Ferrybox, buoy profiler, and Scanfish). We 327 

would like to demonstrate that multi-sensor in situ observations, initiated to meet the data 328 

needs in operational oceanography, are able to resolve the sub-mesoscale features and are a 329 

good basis for descriptive and statistical analysis of mesoscale and sub-mesoscale 330 

variability/features in the Gulf of Finland. The hypothesis that under certain mesoscale 331 

conditions, such as development and relaxation of coastal upwelling events in a stratified 332 

estuary, the sub-mesoscale processes are more energetic than predicted by the theory of quasi-333 

geostrophic turbulence in the ocean interior is tested.  334 

 335 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 336 

2.1 Measurement systems and data 337 

The datasetData set analyzsed in the present study was gathered using an observational 338 

network applied by the Marine Systems Institute at Tallinn University of Technology in the 339 

Gulf of Finland, Baltic Sea. It includes autonomous measurements and sampling on board a 340 

ferry traveling between Tallinn and Helsinki and autonomous measurements at a profiling 341 

buoy station close to the ferry route. Additionally, research vessel based measurements and 342 

sampling, as well as surveys using a towed undulating vehicle (Scanfish), are employed (Fig. 343 

1).  344 

The Ferrybox system records temperature (T), salinity (S), and chlorophyll a (Chl a) 345 

fluorescence in the surface layer (water intake is approximately at 4 m depth) twice a day 346 

along the ferry route Tallinn-Helsinki (the system is described in detail by Kikas and Lips, 347 

2015). The timeTime resolution of measurements of 20 s corresponds to an average spatial 348 

resolution of 160 m. For temperature measurements, a PT100 temperature sensor with a 349 

measuring range from -2 to +40 °C and accuracy of ±0.1% of the range is used. The sensor is 350 

installed close to the water intake to diminish the effect of warming of water while flowing 351 
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through the tubes onboard. For salinity measurements a FSI Excell thermosalinograph 352 

(temperature and conductivity meter) is used, and the data quality is checked by water 353 

sampling and analysis of samples by a high-precision salinometer Portasal 8410A (Guildline 354 

Instruments) 2-4 times a year. For Chl a fluorescence and turbidity (turbidity data not 355 

presented here) measurements, a SCUFA submersible fluoriometer (Turner Designs) with a 356 

flow-through cap is used. Acid-washing cleaning system is applied to prevent biofouling and 357 

up to 11-17 water samples along the ferry route are collected weekly once a week for 358 

laboratory analysis of Chl a content to calibrate the fluoriometer data. 359 

 360 

 361 

Figure 1. Map of the Baltic Sea (left panel) and the study area (right panel). Black lines indicate the Ferrybox 362 
route (as an example of forth and backward journey between Tallinn and Helsinki), blue line the Scanfish track 363 
on 22 July 2010, 2 August 2010, 4 July 2012 and 20 July 2012, green line the Scanfish track on 27 July 2010 and 364 
red line the Scanfish track on 31 July 2012. Yellow dots indicate the location of the buoy station AP5 and the 365 
Kalbadagrund meteorological station. 366 

 367 

The autonomous profiler deployed in the summers of 2009-2012 at station AP5 (Fig. 1) 368 

recorded vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and Chl a fluorescence in the water layer 369 

from 2 to 50 m with a time resolution of 3 h and a vertical resolution of 10 cm. The sensor set 370 

at the buoy profiler consisted of an OS316plus CTD probe (Idronaut S.r.l.) equipped with a 371 

Seapoint Chl a fluoriometer. To avoid biofouling of sensors, the parking depth well below the 372 

euphotic layer depth and electro-chemical anti-fouling system were applied. Ship- borne 373 

measurements and sampling close to the buoy profiler were arranged bi-weekly to check the 374 

quality of data (compare the vertical profiles form from the buoy with those from the research 375 
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vessel) and to calibrate the Chl a fluoriometer by laboratory analyses of Chl a content from 376 

water samples.    377 

The data set used also includes also Scanfish surveys of temperature, salinity, and Chl a 378 

fluorescence conducted to map the horizontal distribution of T, S, and Chl a in the water 379 

column from 2 to 45 m (see location of sections in Fig. 1). The average distance between the 380 

consecutive Scanfish cycles, including down- and upcast while the vessel was moving with a 381 

speed of 7 knots, was 600 m. Data was recorded continuously (both down- and upcast are 382 

used) and the processed data were stored with a vertical resolution of 0.5 m. Scanfish sensor 383 

set consisted of a Neil Brown Mark III CTD probe and TriOS microFlu-chl-A 384 

fluorometerfluorimeter. Ship- borne CTD measurements and water sampling was conducted 385 

before and after the Scanfish surveys to control the quality of Scanfish data and calibrate the 386 

fluorometerfluorimeter. 387 

In order toTo calibrate the used (different) Chl a sensors, the Chl a concentration in the 388 

water samples was determined in the laboratory. Whatman GF/F glass fibrefiber filters and 389 

extraction at room temperature in the dark with 96% ethanol for 24 h were used. The Chl a 390 

content from the extract was measured spectrophotometrically (HELCOM, 1988) by Thermo 391 

Helios γ. 392 

The data set from July-August 2009-2012 analyzsed in the present study is described in 393 

Table 1. Altogether data from 461 ferry crossings Tallinn-Helsinki, 968 CTD and Chl a 394 

profiles collected at station AP5 and six Scanfish surveys are included. 395 

 396 

2.2 Calculations 397 

The results in the following sections are presented as graphs of pre-processed observational 398 

data and horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance calculated from the Ferrybox 399 

and Scanfish measurements as well as the estimated characteristics of vertical stratification at 400 

station AP5. The use of spatial spectra of temperature (instead of density) was based on the 401 

assumptions that in summer in the surface and thermocline layer of the GoF the water density 402 

is mainly controlled by temperature and it is measured by one sensor while density has to be 403 

estimated from the readings of two separate sensors. The following approaches are used in the 404 

calculations.  405 

Horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance were calculated for each ferry 406 

crossing between Tallinn and Helsinki assuming that the distance between the data points 407 

along the ferry route was constantly 160 m. The areas close to the harbours, where the ferry 408 

speed was varying, were excluded, and only the data along the ferry route between the 409 
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latitudes 59.48 N and 60.12 N were used. The mean spectra for a certain period with quasi-410 

stationary variability were obtained by averaging of single spectra over this period. The 411 

spectral slopes between the spatial scales of 10 and 0.5 km were estimated. The overall 412 

variability was characterizsed by daily standard deviations of temperature along the ferry 413 

route.  414 

Horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance in the sub-surface layer were 415 

calculated using the data of Scanfish surveys. Since the distance between the consecutive 416 

profiles varies depending on the depth, the Scanfish data were first interpolated to the grid 417 

with a constant horizontal step of 300 m, which corresponds to the average distance between 418 

the up- and downward casts. Then the individual spectra for every depth (with 0.5 m step) 419 

were calculated, and the mean spectra in 10 m thick water layers were obtained by averaging 420 

all spectra in those layers containing 21 individual spectra. The spectral slopes between the 421 

spatial scales of 10 and 1 km were estimated. 422 

Vertical stratification was described by estimating the potential energy anomaly P (Simpson 423 

and Bowers, 1981; Simpson et al., 1990) as: 424 
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425 

where ρ(z) is the density profile over the water column of depth h. The stratification parameter 426 

P (J m-3) is the work required to bring about the complete mixing of the water column under 427 

consideration. Similarly to Liblik and Lips (2012), the integration was conducted from the sea 428 

surface until 40 m depth. If the surface data were missing (upper two meters where the buoy 429 

profiler did not measure), the uppermost available density value was extrapolated to the surface. 430 

 Intrusion index was calculated as a sum of negative salinity gradients (g kg-1 m-1) in the 431 

water layer from the sea surface to 40 m depth. Before calculations, the salinity profiles were 432 

smoothed by 2.5 m window. The idea behind the method comes from the fact that on the 433 

background of vertical salinity gradient with a fresher surface layer and more saline deep 434 

layer, lateral salinity gradients exist in the study area. In general, fresher waters originate from 435 

the east (the Neva River and other larger rivers in the GoF) while more saline waters originate 436 

from the Baltic Proper. This general lateral salinity gradient could be enhanced locally as a 437 

result of meso- and sub-mesoscale dynamics. If the water layers with a thickness of a few to 438 

10 meters move in different directions, vertical salinity inversions could be generated in the 439 

water column where the vertical density gradient is mostly maintained by the temperature 440 

distribution. Thus, high values of intrusion index indicate the occurrence of layered flow 441 

structures. 442 
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The Chl a fluorescence data acquired with different sensors attached to the Ferrybox 443 

system, buoy profiler, and Scanfish were converted into Chl a content values using equations 444 

of linear regression between the fluorescence readings and results of laboratory analyses of 445 

water samples. The conversation equation of Chl a = 2.47 x F (r2 = 0.41, p < 0.05) was used 446 

for the buoy profiler fluorescence data analyzsed in this paper to convert fluorescence (F; in 447 

arbitrary units) into Chl a content in mg m-3. Interpretation of Ferrybox fluorescence data was 448 

sometimes difficult due to some problems with biofouling. In the present study, we used only 449 

data from July 2010 when the found regression line had the following parameters: Chl a = 450 

2.34 x F – 2.41 (r2 = 0.77, p < 0.05) and from summer 2012 by applying the following 451 

regression line equation: Chl a = 1.06 x F – 4.11 (r2 = 0.80, p < 0.05). Data only from evening 452 

crossings were used to diminish the fluorescence quenching effect.     453 

 454 

3. RESULTS 455 

3.1 Forcing and general features  456 

The study period in July-August of 2009-2012 was characterizsed by distinct inter-annual 457 

differences in wind conditions and distribution patterns of temperature and salinity in the 458 

central part of the Gulf of Finland. Based on HIRLAM wind data, the average wind speed in 459 

July-August 2009-2012 in the GoFulf of Finland area was 6.0 m s-1 , and the prevailing wind 460 

direction was from the south-southeast with an average velocity of the airflow of 1.4 m s-1. 461 

While the winds from the southwest prevailed in July-August 2009 and 2012 (average 462 

direction from 217° and 214°, respectively), the dominating wind direction was from the 463 

southeast in 2010 and 2011 (average direction from 160° and 122°, respectively). Both in 464 

2010 and in 2011 the monthly average wind direction differed between the two analyzsed 465 

months being from 192° in July and from 115° in August 2010 and from 73° in July and from 466 

177° in August 2011.  467 

On the synoptic scale (several days – a couple of weeks), mostly westerly wind pulses 468 

occurred in 2009 except a period in the first half of July with a relatively strong wind pulse 469 

from the south-southeast (see time series of wind stress vectors in Fig. 2). In 2010, moderate 470 

winds from the southwest were prevailing in the first half of July while several wind pulses 471 

from the east, northeast and south occurred during the rest of the study period. Typical for 472 

2011 was a consecutive appearance of relatively strong wind pulses from southwest and from 473 

east- and northeast. In 2012, westerly winds clearly prevailed with only two short periods 474 
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when the wind pulses from the east (early July) and northeast (second half of August) 475 

occurred. 476 

 477 

 478 

 479 

Figure 2. Temporal changes in wind stress during the study period of 29 June – 31 August in 2009-2012 based 480 
on 3 h average wind measured at the Kalbadagrund meteorological station (Finnish Meteorological Institute)  and 481 
shown as series of wind stress vectors with a time step of 6 h smoothed using 24-h moving average. 482 

 483 

Based on the combined figures of horizontal and vertical distributions of temperature and 484 

salinity in July-August 2009 (Fig. 3a and 3b), the following characteristic features could be 485 

identified. In the first half of July, an upwelling event developed near the southern coast 486 
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resulting in large variations of temperature (7.8–-17.8 °C) and salinity (4.2–-6.1 g kg-1) across 487 

the gulf. Deepening of the thermocline occurred after the upwelling relaxation in the southern 488 

part of the gulf. Shallow and warm upper layer (temperature between 17.3 and 20.4 °C) with 489 

very low variations of salinity across the gulf (between 4.6 and 5.0 g kg-1) appeared in the 490 

study area due to a period of weak winds in the first half of August. Upwelling near the 491 

southern coast occurred in the second half of August with increased across-gulf variability of 492 

temperature (from 12.9 to 17.7 °C) and salinity (4.7–-5.6 g kg-1).  493 

 494 

 495 

 496 

 497 
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Figure 3. Temporal changes in horizontal and vertical distributions of temperature (°C) and salinity (g kg -1) in 498 
the Gulf of Finland measured by the Ferrybox system between Tallinn and Helsinki and the autonomous buoy 499 
profiler at station AP5 from 29 June to 31 August in 2009 (a and b, respectively), 2010 (c and d), 2011 (e and f), 500 
and 2012 (g and h). The Ferrybox data are split into two parts at the position of the buoy profiler AP5. The x-501 
axis shows the distance along the ferry route from a starting point off Tallinn harbor at the latitude of 59.48 N. 502 

 503 

At the beginning of the study period in 2010, when mainly weak or variable moderate 504 

winds prevailed, the variations of temperature (mostly being between 20 and 22 °C) and 505 

salinity in the surface layer were very low across the gulf (Fig. 3c and 3d). This calm period 506 

was followed by a relatively weak upwelling event off the northern coast and deepening of the 507 

thermocline from 10 m to 15 m in the southern part. A strong upwelling event near the 508 

southern coast with the high spatial variability of temperature (varying between 11.1 and 21.6 509 

°C) and salinity (varying between 4.0 and 6.3 g kg-1) across the gulf occurred in late July. The 510 

seasonal thermocline had a much shallower position in 2010 (for the period with available 511 

data until early August) than in 2009.  512 

 513 

The first half of July 2012 was characterized by relatively low spatial variability of 514 

temperature and salinity in the surface layer of the study area (Figs. 3g and 3h). An upwelling 515 

event occurred near the northern coast in at the end of July, creating a temperature difference 516 

across the gulf from 10.3 to 17.2 °C, and accompanied with the deepening of the seasonal 517 

thermocline in the southern part (to 45 meters). After a short period with low variability, the 518 

second upwelling event appeared near the northern coast while the surface layer temperature 519 

stayed quite high in the rest of the study transect (up to 20 °C). In the period between the two 520 

upwelling events, strong intrusions of more saline waters were observed in the subsurface 521 

layer at the buoy station. The position of the seasonal thermocline in the southern part of the 522 

gulf was the deepest in 2012 among the analyzed years. 523 

 524 

3.2 Lateral variability of temperature in the surface layer 525 

Overall horizontal variability of temperature characterized as the standard deviation of 526 

temperature along the ferry route was varying in quite large ranges in time – from 0.2 °C to 527 

3.7 °C (Fig. 4). High values of standard deviation of temperature in the surface layer were 528 

related to the observed coastal upwelling events and, as a rule, the upwelling events near the 529 

southern coast resulted in larger spatial variations of temperature than those near the northern 530 

coast. During the upwelling event in August 2010 the standard deviation of temperature was 531 

as high as 3.7 °C while during the other upwelling events within the study period in July-532 

August 2009-2012, the values of standard deviation of temperature did not exceed 2.5 °C. 533 
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Despite of the high temporal variability of standard deviations of temperature calculated 534 

on data from single crossings, the average values of standard deviations for the studied four 535 

years did not differ much – minimum of 0.71 °C was found in 2009 and maximum of 0.83 °C 536 

in 2010 (Table 1).  537 

 538 

 539 

Figure 4. Statistical characteristics of the temperature variability in the surface layer of the Gulf of Finland along 540 
the ferry route Tallinn-Helsinki from 29 June to 31 August in 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012. Standard deviations of 541 
temperature are shown as solid lines and spectral slopes of temperature variance between the horizontal scales of 542 
10 and 0.5 km as dotted lines. The vertical dashed lines denote the borders between the selected characteristic 543 
periods with similar variability patterns (numbers of periods are shown in the upper part of the panels). 544 

 545 
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 546 

Figure 5. Horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance in the surface layer of the Gulf of Finland 547 
calculated using Ferrybox data from the Tallinn-Helsinki ferry line in summers 2009-2012. The bold lines show 548 
the average spectral curve for the entire study period from 29 June to 31 August in each year , and the thin lines 549 
represent the average spectral curves in the selected periods. The numbers of the periods, corresponding to those 550 
marked in Fig. 4 and listed in Table 1, are shown close to each respective spectral curve. The dashed lines 551 
correspond to -2 and -3 slopes. 552 
 553 

The calculated horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance had also relatively 554 

large variability if to compare the spectra estimated based on data from single crossings. The 555 

spectral slope between the lateral scales of 10 and 0.5 km varied between -1.8 and -3.7 (in 556 

logarithmic scales). Note that the spectral curves were approximately linear (Fig. 5) between 557 

the scales of 15-20 km (the latter corresponds to horizontal wavenumber of 0.05 km-1 or in 558 

logarithmic scale to -1.3 in Fig. 5) and 0.5 km (corresponds to wavenumber of 2 km-1 or in 559 

logarithmic scale 0.3 in Fig. 5) – thus, linear approximation of their slopes is feasible. Within 560 

the periods of the high spatial variability of temperature, mostly related to upwelling events 561 

affecting the distribution of temperature in the surface layer of the Gulf of Finland, the 562 

estimated slopes were between -1.8 and -2. When the spatial variability of temperature was 563 

low in the surface layer, the slopes varied mostly between -2 and -3 (Fig. 4). At the same 564 

time, the average spectra for the entire period under consideration in the studied years were 565 

quite close to each other (Fig. 5, bold lines) and the spectral slopes on average were close to -566 

2 (from -2.1 to -2.2; see also Table 1).  567 
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Table 1. Standard deviations of temperature and slopes of wavenumber spectra of temperature variance based on 568 
the data collected in the surface layer along the ferry route between Tallinn and Helsinki. Average values for 569 
each year over the study period from 29 June to 31 August (to 22 August in 2012) and within the selected 570 
periods with similar spatial variability are given. Numbers of the periods correspond to the periods marked in 571 
Fig. 4.  572 

Year 

No 

Dates Standard 

deviation (°C) 

Spectral slope 

(10 km – 0.5 km) 

    

2009 29 June – 31 August  0.71 -2.1 
1 29 June – 15 July 1.26 -1.9 

2 16 July – 14 August 0.37 -2.3 

3 15 August – 31 August 0.78 -1.9 

    

2010 29 June – 31 August 0.83 -2.2 
1 29 June – 18 July 0.52 -2.3 

2 19 July – 31 July 1.46 -2.0 

3 1 August – 16 August 0.48 -2.2 

4 17 August – 24 August 1.89 -1.9 

    

2011 29 June – 31 August 0.73 -2.2 

1 29 June – 12 July 0.93 -2.1 

2 13 July – 25 July 0.38 -2.6 

3 26 July – 9 August 1.43 -1.9 

4 10 August – 31 August 0.34 -2.2 

    

2012 29 June – 22 August 0.76 -2.2 
1 29 June – 16 July 0.32 -2.6 

2 17 July – 13 August 1.16 -2.0 

3 14 August – 22 August 0.35 -2.4 

    

 573 

Based on the presented lateral variability of temperature, some distinct periods when the 574 

standard deviation of temperature was high and spectral slope was close to -2 can be 575 

distinguished. We selected 3-4 periods with the almost quasi-stationary character of 576 

variability in each year to describe quantitatively the character of variability within these 577 

periods; the periods are marked in the Fig. 4 by dashed lines.  578 

In 2009, two periods of high spatial variability caused by coastal upwelling events existed: 579 

(period (1) in the first half of July when upwelling occurred near the southern coast and 580 

period (3) marked in the second half of August when upwelling developed near the northern 581 

coast. In Fig. 4). During both periods, the spectral lines had a higher position, and their slopes 582 

were shallower than the average for the entire study period in 2009 (see Fig. 5 and Table 1).  583 

In 2010, two periods, which were also associated with thean upwelling events near the 584 

northern coast in mid-July was followed almost immediately by an event near the southern 585 

coast – we kept those events within one( period (2) and . Later on, a very intense upwelling 586 

event occurred near the southern coast – period (4); see Fig. 4), . Both mentioned periods had 587 
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much higher spatial variability, and the spectral slopes was were shallower than the average in 588 

2010. In 2011, two upwelling events separated by a period with low variability occurred in 589 

July-August – periods (1) and (3). While the first half of July and second half of August were 590 

characterized by low spatial variability of temperature, two intense upwelling events occurred 591 

near the northern coast in the middle of the study period in 2012 – period (2). All time 592 

intervals comprising upwelling events in 2011 (periods (1) and (3); see Fig. 4) and 2012 593 

(period (2); see Fig. 4) were also characterized by a higher position and shallower slope of 594 

spectral lines than the lines representing the average for July-August 2011 and 2012. The 595 

noticed divergence of spectral slopes from the high-variability and low-variability periods 596 

resulted in a clearly larger separation between the spectral curves at the sub-mesoscale than at 597 

the mesoscale. While the spectral density of spatial variations of temperature at the spatial 598 

scale of 1 km varied more than 1.5 magnitudes, it varied in ranges of one magnitude at the 599 

spatial scale of 10 km (Fig. 5).    600 

 601 

3.3 Temporal variability of the vertical stratification 602 

The vertical distributions of temperature and salinity at the buoy station varied considerably in 603 

time similarly to the horizontal distributions of temperature and salinity along the ferry route. 604 

The variations were exposed revealed as changes in the magnitude of vertical gradients, depth 605 

of the upper mixed layer and seasonal thermocline, fast deepening or surfacing of the 606 

thermocline, vertical gradients of salinity related to the thermocline, and occurrence of 607 

intrusions leading in certain cases to local inversions in vertical salinity distribution (Fig. 3).  608 

Temporal changes in vertical stratification in the Gulf of Finland could be related to the 609 

differences in the heat flux through the sea surface and to the prevailing wind forcing that 610 

influences both the estuarine circulation alterations and the intensity of vertical mixing (see 611 

e.g. Liblik and Lips, 2012). Note that the autonomous buoy station in the present study was 612 

located in the southern part of the open Gulf of Finland. Thus, in addition to the seasonal 613 

course of stratification and its dependence on the estuarine circulation, the vertical 614 

stratification at this location could be significantly influenced both by the upwelling and by 615 

the downwelling along the southern coast.  616 

 617 

depth increased in July 2010 and 2011 in accordance with the strengthening of the seasonal 618 

thermocline (Fig. 6). In July-August of these years, the winds from the southeast prevailed 619 

supporting the estuarine circulation and, in turn, keeping up the strong vertical stratification – 620 

the maximum of P = 370 J m-3 was observed in at the beginning of August 2010. This 621 
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continuous increase of P in both years was disrupted only due to the coastal upwelling events 622 

(in 2010 also due to a weak downwelling event) leading to rapid changes of in the 623 

stratification parameter mostly because of vertical movements of the thermocline. In contrast 624 

to 2010 and 2011, the stratification parameter did not increase much during the study window 625 

in 2009 and 2012 in accordance with the prevailing southwesterly winds. In 2009, the 626 

stratification parameter was alreadybeing relatively high in the beginning of July due to the 627 

vertical salinity stratification, it had the maximum in the first half of August, when also strong 628 

temperature stratification was developed (P = 300 J m-3), and it decreased rapidly afterwards 629 

when the downwelling influence reached the buoy station. In 2012, the vertical stratification 630 

in the water layer from the surface to 40 m depth almost vanished at the measurement site 631 

AP5 by 20 July due to a very strong downwelling event, which appeared along the southern 632 

coast of the Gulf of Finland. Later on, the stratification at the buoy station strengthened, but 633 

the stratification parameter was clearly the lowest in 2012 if compared to the other years due 634 

to the deepest position of the seasonal thermocline if compared to the other years. 635 

 636 

 637 

Figure 6. Daily average stratification parameter (solid line with open circles) and intrusion index (dashed line 638 
with crests) estimated for the water column from the sea surface to 40 m depth at the buoy station AP5 in the 639 
central Gulf of Finland from 29 June to 31 August in 2009-2012. Location of the buoy station is shown in Fig. 1. 640 

 641 

Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity collected at the buoy station often exposed 642 

variability with vertical scales of a few to ten meters that could be interpreted as intrusions 643 

related to the sub-mesoscale dynamics. Since the temperature was the main contributor to the 644 

vertical density distribution in the seasonal thermocline, such intrusions could create local 645 
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inversions in the vertical distribution of salinity as mentioned above and seen in Fig. 3. The 646 

calculated intrusion index showing how much the vertical stratification is weakened due to 647 

local salinity inversions varied mostly between 0 and 0.05.  However, every year one or a few 648 

periods were detected when the index exceeded 0.05, whereas the maximum index value 649 

obtained on 1-2 August 2012 reached 0.36.  650 

In 2009, the only period with relatively high intrusion index values was detected during 651 

and just after the period of estuarine circulation reversal (Liblik and Lips, 2012). Index values 652 

varied only up to 0.08 in 2010, whereas tThe maximum of the intrusion index coincided with 653 

the last day of the upwelling event near the northern coast that was followed by the event near 654 

the southern coast and rapid decrease of the intrusion index. In 2011, the index values > 0.05 655 

were detected a few times in July, but whereas the highest values on 12-14 August (exceeding 656 

0.24 on 14 August) were related to the relaxation of an intense upwelling event near the 657 

southern coast and short-term deepening of the thermocline at the buoy station during a weak 658 

upwelling event near the northern coast. The mentioned highest intrusion index value on 1-2 659 

August 2012 was detected within the period when two consecutive major upwelling events 660 

occurred near the northern coast, whereas this maximum emerged between the upwelling 661 

events just before the second one.  662 

Thus, the intrusions were most intense (in the sense of salinity inversions) at the buoy 663 

station AP5 in connection to the relaxation of upwelling events near the southern coast, 664 

development of upwelling events near the northern coast and estuarine circulation reversals. 665 

All these situations correspond to the periods when the thermocline was deepening or was 666 

already at a deep position at the buoy station in the southern part of the open Gulf of Finland. 667 

In addition, the stratification parameter values were low or decreasing when the temporal 668 

maximum of intrusion index was detected. When relating intrusion index values with the 669 

lateral variability in the surface layer then one could conclude that the found temporal 670 

maxima of intrusion index corresponded to the periods of moderate lateral variability in the 671 

surface layer. HoweverNevertheless, during such periods, the slopes of horizontal 672 

wavenumber spectra of temperature variance were close to -2 as in during the periods of high 673 

lateral variability, and approximately a week before the highest intrusion index values, the 674 

lateral variability in the surface layer was also high (Figs. 4 and 6). 675 

 676 

3.4 Spatial variability in the thermocline 677 

We analyzed the data of Scanfish surveys in the Gulf of Finland conducted across the gulf in 678 

the open, deeper part and along the gulf in the southern part of the gulfcoast in summers 2010 679 
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and 2012. The hydrographic background of surveys in 2010 is characterized by the 680 

development of a weak upwelling along the northern coast of the gulf on 22 July 2010, a 681 

strong upwelling event along the southern coast on 27 July 2010 and relaxation of it by 2 682 

August 2010 when the last survey was conducted (see Fig. 3c,d). In summer 2012, when the 683 

upwelling events along the northern coast dominated, the survey on 4 July 2012 characterizes 684 

the situation before those upwelling events, on 20 July 2012 the development of upwelling 685 

and on 31 July 2012, which was conducted along the gulf, the situation related to a temporal 686 

relaxation of upwelling (see Fig. 3g,h).  687 

 688 

 689 
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 690 

Figure 7. Vertical sections of temperature, salinity and density anomaly measured using the Scanfish on 22 July 691 
2010 (a), 27 July 2010 (b), 2 August 2010 (c), 4 July 2012 (d), 20 July 2012 (e), and 31 July 2012 (f). The 692 
corresponding Scanfish tracks are shown in Fig. 1. 693 

The acquired data revealed aA clear cross-gulf inclination of the thermocline was revealed 694 

on 22 July 2010 (Fig. 7a), although the Scanfish section did not reach the upwelling area near 695 

the northern coast. At the same time, the isopycnals had opposite inclination below the 20 m 696 

depth resulting in a weakening of the vertical stratification from south to north (Fig. 8a). A 697 

well-pronounced, less saline water zone with a width of less than 5 km was observed in the 698 

surface layer. The extension of an associated intrusion of lower salinity in the thermocline 699 

was wider in the horizontal dimension and its thickness, decreasing from north to south in 700 

accordance with the strength of the vertical stratification, was less than 5 m. On 2 August 701 

2010, after a strong upwelling along the southern coast, the vertical stratification was stronger 702 

than it was on 22 July 2010, especially in the northern part of the section (Fig. 8c). A less 703 

saline water zone was well visible almost at the same location; however, the surface layer 704 

salinity in it was much lower – less than 4.5 g kg-1 (Fig. 7c).  705 
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 706 

Figure 8. Stratification parameter (open circles) and intrusion index (crests) estimated for the water column from 707 
the sea surface to 40 m depth along the Scanfish tracks on 22 July 2010 (a), 27 July 2010 (b), 2 August 2010 (c), 708 
4 July 2012 (d), 20 July 2012 (e), and 31 July 2012 (f).. The corresponding Scanfish tracks are shown in Fig. 1. 709 

 710 

A remarkable variability at the sub-mesoscale, resulting also in intrusions of waters with 711 

different salinity seen on Fig. 7c and expressed in high values of intrusion index, was 712 

observed on 2 August 2010. The along-gulf Scanfish section on 27 July 2010 from the buoy 713 

station AP5 to the south-west crossed the meandering upwelling front (Fig. 7b). The observed 714 

variability is characterized by clear mesoscale meanders of the front with spatial scales of 10-715 

15 km, strong stratification at the warm, less saline side of the front and much weaker 716 

stratification at the cold, more saline side of it, and very low intrusion index almost along the 717 

entire section (Fig. 8b). A remarkable variability at the sub-mesoscale, also resulting in 718 

intrusions of waters with different salinity seen in Fig. 7c and expressed in high values of 719 

intrusion index (Fig. 8c), was observed on 2 August 2010. A less saline water zone was well 720 
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visible almost at the same location as on 22 July 2010, but the surface layer salinity in it was 721 

much lower – less than 4.5 g kg-1 (Fig. 7c). 722 

 723 

upper 40 m water layer were clearly lower in summer 2012 (Fig. 7d-f) than in summer 2010 724 

(Fig. 7a-c). A less saline water zone in the central part and slightly stronger vertical 725 

stratification in the southern part of the section were observed on 4 July 2012 (Fig. 7d and 726 

8d). Development of the upwelling along the northern coast and downwelling in the southern 727 

part caused strong inclination of the thermocline across the gulf and a clear strengthening of 728 

vertical stratification from south to north on 20 July 2012 (Fig. 7e and 8e). In the area of 729 

strong inclination of the thermocline, relatively large horizontal gradients of salinity and 730 

intense sub-mesoscale variability, also seen also as intrusions of waters with different salinity 731 

(Fig. 7e), were observed. On 31 July 2012, the Scanfish survey revealed a mesoscale eddy 732 

like feature (Fig. 7f), which could be formed in the process of downwelling relaxation as also 733 

observed also earlier along the southern coast of the gulf (in its mouth area; see Lips et al., 734 

2005). This mesoscale feature was characterized with by relatively weak vertical stratification 735 

in its central part and high intrusion index values, especially at its periphery (Fig. 8f). Note 736 

that the pronounced intrusion of more saline waters detected at the western end of the section 737 

was also registered at the buoy station during several days (Fig. 3h). 738 

 739 

 740 
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 741 

Figure 9. Horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance in the sub-surface layer of the Gulf of Finland 742 
calculated using Scanfish data from 22 July 2010, 27 July 2010, 2 August 2010, 4 July 2012, 20 July 2012, and 743 
31 July 2012. The bold lines show the average spectral curve for each survey and the thin lines represent the 744 
spectral curves in the selected layers with the thickness of 10 m. The central depth values of the selected layers 745 
are indicated at the left side of panels and the estimated spectral slopes for the average spectral curve at the right 746 
of panels. The dashed lines correspond to -5/3 and -2 slopes. 747 

 748 

The spectral slopes between the horizontal scales of 10 and 1 km for spectra averaged over 749 

depth intervals with the thickness of 10 m were mostly shallower than -2; the average values 750 

of spectral slopes  – the numbers corresponding to the mean curves for each survey (shown in 751 

Fig. 9) varied between -1.7 and -2.0. The cases with the lowest mesoscale variability had also 752 

the shallowest spectral slopes. The slopes close to -2 were obtained for the surveys with the 753 

most pronounced mesoscale features. Local vanishing of the spectral slope could be detected 754 

between the horizontal scales from 3 to 1 km on 2 August 2010 and at scales from 3 to 2 km 755 

on 31 July 2012. High intrusion index values were characteristic for the both mentioned 756 
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surveys, especially for the survey on 31 July 2012 (Fig. 8c and f), which is in accordance with 757 

the index estimates based on the buoy profiler data (Fig. 6d). High intrusion index values 758 

were also found also for the survey on 20 July 2012 when a patch of more saline waters 759 

appeared in the sub-surface layer at the warm side of the upwelling front (Fig. 7d and 8d).         760 

 761 

3.5 Consequences to chlorophyll a dynamics  762 

Temporal variability of chlorophyll a at the scales of days is usually much higher than that 763 

of temperature and salinity since in addition to the advection and mixing, the phytoplankton 764 

growth (and decay) could increase (decrease) the biomass and consequently chlorophyll a 765 

content rapidly. Despite of such high variability and other factors that could influence the 766 

comparability of acquired chlorophyll a fluorescence data, e.g. fluorescence quenching, the 767 

presented combined plots of changes in horizontal and vertical distributions agree reasonably 768 

well (Fig. 10).  769 

 770 

 771 

Figure 10. Temporal changes in horizontal and vertical distribution of chlorophyll a (mg m-3) in the Gulf of 772 
Finland measured by the Ferrybox system between Tallinn and Helsinki and the autonomous buoy profiler at 773 
station AP5 from 29 June to 31 August in 2010 (a) and 2012 (b). The Ferrybox route and the location of station 774 
AP5 are shown in Fig. 1. 775 
 776 

In the first half of July 2010, a sub-surface bloom developed in the southern part of the 777 

Gulf of Finland, which occasionally was also seen also in the surface layer with higher 778 

chlorophyll a values off the southern coast (Fig. 10a). When an upwelling event along the 779 

southern coast started to dominate (see Fig. 3c), the chlorophyll a content decreased in the 780 

southern part and increased in the northern part of the study area. Before the bloom near the 781 

northern coast, relatively deep chlorophyll a maxima were detected at the buoy station at the 782 

depths below 20 m (since the maxima layers were thin they are not well seen in Fig. 10) and 783 

at the Scanfish section on 22 July 2010, especially at its northern part (Fig. 11). When the 784 

upwelling developed along the southern coast of the gulf, the sub-surface chlorophyll a 785 

maxima were situated at a shallower position in the warmer side of the front, but they almost 786 
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disappeared by 2 August 2010 after relaxation of the upwelling event. In-between, the bloom 787 

developed near the northern coast in the convergence/downwelling area. It was suggested that 788 

this bloom could be related to the observed sub-surface maxima of chlorophyll a, which 789 

contained the dinoflagellate Heterocapsa triquetra in very high abundances (Lips and Lips, 790 

2014).   791 

 792 

 793 

Figure 11. Vertical sections of chlorophyll a content measured using the Scanfish on 22 July 2010, 27 July 2010, 794 
2 August 2010, 4 July 2012, 20 July 2012, and 31 July 2012. The corresponding Scanfish tracks are shown in 795 
Fig. 1. 796 
 797 

In 2012, the chlorophyll a content was higher in the northern half of the study area than in 798 

its southern part in the first half of July. Later, when the two consecutive upwelling events 799 

appeared along the northern coast, the highest chlorophyll a values were observed close to the 800 

southern coast. At the buoy station, where the downwelling influence was visible (see Fig. 801 

3g), the chlorophyll a content also increased also in the sub-surface layer. Occasionally, high 802 

chlorophyll a values were detected close to the upwelling front in the northern part of the 803 

study area. While in the beginning of July 2012 the sub-surface maxima of chlorophyll a were 804 

observed at the buoy station and at the Scanfish transect at the beginning of July 2012 (4 July 805 

2012; Fig. 11), they disappeared when the upwelling events occurred near the northern coast. 806 

During the upwelling development, both the chlorophyll a content in the surface layer and the 807 

thickness of the surface layer with elevated chlorophyll a increased form from north to south. 808 
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However, those tendencies had pronounced intermittency at lateral scales of one to a few 809 

kilometers. Similar distribution pattern was registered in the phase of the 810 

upwelling/downwelling relaxation on 31 July 2012.  811 

 812 

 813 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 814 

Many earlier studies have noticed that proper in situ measurements to reveal sub-mesoscale 815 

features are difficult to organize since the variability both in space and in time has to be 816 

tackled simultaneously (e.g. Hosegood et al., 2008, Niewiadomska et al., 2008,  Pietri et al., 817 

2013).  Especially challenging are the investigations of sub-mesoscale processes in the 818 

coastal, relatively shallow but vertically stratified sea areas where the characteristic baroclinic 819 

Rossby radius is in order of a few kilometers, as in the Gulf of Finland – 2-5 km (Alenius et 820 

al., 2003). We suggest that the most promising approach to solve the problem is to apply a 821 

combination of autonomous and research vessel based devices, such as Ferryboxes, moored 822 

profilers, underwater autonomous vehicles (gliders) and towed undulating instruments 823 

(Scanfish).  824 

Simultaneous temporal changes that could be related to mesoscale processes are clearly 825 

seen in horizontal and vertical distributions of temperature and salinity presented in Fig. 3. 826 

The sub-mesoscale features such as upwelling filaments were also registered simultaneously 827 

by both systems, for instance in the first half of July 2009 and on 24 July 2010. Furthermore, 828 

the buoy profiler and the Scanfish simultaneously detected intrusions of waters with different 829 

salinity in the thermocline layer. Thus, the application of high-resolution autonomous and 830 

towed devices, which measure horizontal and vertical distributions of environmental 831 

parameters, makes it possible to detect meso- and sub-mesoscale features and quantitatively 832 

estimate their properties. In the present study, the underwater gliders were not applied, but 833 

they have been successfully tested in the Baltic Sea (e.g. Karstensen et al., 2014).  834 

If the high-resolution measurements have a large enough coverage in space and time, one 835 

is able to reveal statistical parameters of sub-mesoscale variability. In turn, this would lead to 836 

an improved parameterization of sub-grid processes in the numerical models that has been 837 

considered as a problem in the modelling of the relatively shallow, but stratified Baltic Sea 838 

sub-basins (Tuomi et al., 2012; Omstedt et al., 2014). It also allowed us to display some 839 

general features of spatiotemporal variability of temperature and salinity in the study region – 840 

the central Gulf of Finland. The upwelling events along the southern coast were associated 841 

with higher horizontal variability of temperature in the surface layer than those along the 842 
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northern coast (Kikas and Lips, 2015; Liblik and Lips, in press2016). In the case of prevailing 843 

westerly winds, the seasonal thermocline has a deeper position and the vertical gradient of 844 

salinity is weaker than in the case of easterly winds (Liblik and Lips, 2012).  845 

One of the questions addressed in the present study was whether the wavenumber spectra 846 

of temperature variance convert to -3 slope predicted by the theory of quasi-geostrophic 847 

turbulence in the ocean interior (Charney, 1971) or rather to -5/3 slope predicted by the theory 848 

of surface quasi-geostrophic turbulence (Held et al., 1995). We found that the wavenumber 849 

spectra of temperature variance in the surface layer had slopes varying mostly between -1.8 850 

and -3.7 estimated for the lateral scales from 10 to 0.5 km. HoweverNevertheless, when high 851 

variability at the mesoscale, i.e. pronounced mesoscale features, were observed, the spectral 852 

slopes were shallower than -2. Similar tendency towards -2 slope was obtained for the 853 

wavenumber spectra of temperature variance in the thermocline layer between the spatial 854 

scales of 10 and 1 km. These estimates were very stable over the 4 four years of Ferrybox 855 

measurements and all Scanfish surveys analyzed in the present study.  856 

Such conversion of wavenumber spectra of temperature variance to -2 slope has been 857 

identified earlier in other sea areas by high-resolution modelling (e.g. Capet et al., 2008) and 858 

in situ measurements (e.g. Hodges and Rudnick, 2006). Based on remote sensing altimeter 859 

data, it is shown that sea level wavenumber spectra also correspond well to the surface quasi-860 

geostrophic theory (Le Traon et al., 2008). In a recent study, Kolodziejczyk et al. (2015) 861 

showed that if the surface density is analyzed then the -2 spectral slope is obtained in summer 862 

conditions when the salinity and temperature variations do not compensate each other (in 863 

north-eastern subtropical Atlantic Ocean). We have used temperature data to estimate 864 

potential energy wavenumber spectra assuming that mostly temperature determines the 865 

density in the upper layer (including the seasonal thermocline) in the Gulf of Finland in 866 

summer. It has to be noted that the wavenumber spectra of density variance corresponded to -867 

2 slope as well when the spatial variability was dominated by coastal upwelling events. 868 

According to these findings, the sub-mesoscale processes have to be more energetic than 869 

suggested by the quasi-geostrophic theory of turbulence in the ocean interior. Thus, the 870 

observed high lateral variability of temperature in the surface layer and associated -2 spectral 871 

slopes suggest a significant role of sub-mesoscale processes in vertical exchanges in the 872 

stratified Gulf of Finland and similar sea areas.  873 

The lateral variability of temperature in the sub-surface layer was the highest during the 874 

surveys when the upwelling events either off the southern or off the northern coast occurred 875 

(Scanfish sections on 27 July 2010 and on 20 July 2012). Higher intrusion index values in the 876 
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sub-surface layer were also found at the Scanfish sections in relation to the development and 877 

relaxation of coupled upwelling/downwelling events, except at the section crossing the 878 

meandering upwelling front on 27 July 2010. One could suggest that the intrusion index 879 

(counted as a sum of salinity inversions) indicates the presence of the layered flow structure 880 

and thus, the intensity of lateral mixing. When analyzing the characteristics of coastal 881 

upwelling, Kikas and Lips (2015) suggested that two types of upwelling events could be 882 

identified. During the event on 18-27 July 2012, no pronounced upwelling front was detected, 883 

rather a gradual decrease of the surface temperature from the open sea towards the coast with 884 

remarkable variability at the sub-mesoscale was observed. It was suggested that such 885 

upwelling events could develop when the wind forcing is weaker than required to generate an 886 

Ekman drift in the entire upper layer and consecutive surfacing of the thermocline.  887 

The observed salinity intrusions at the Scanfish section on 20 July 2012 support the above 888 

suggestion by Kikas and Lips (2015). The seasonal thermocline was relatively deep in July 889 

2012 and most probably, the observed salinity intrusions were formed as a response to the 890 

winds favorable for the upwelling near the northern coast. Consequently, in such conditions, 891 

the lateral mixing is enhanced as the transport of waters with different characteristics upward 892 

and downward along the inclined isopycnals. In turn, it could result in enhanced vertical 893 

(diapycnal) mixing of waters at laterally distant places from their origin. We suggest that sub-894 

mesoscale dynamics and layered flow structure contribute significantly to the lateral and 895 

vertical mixing in the stratified sea areas under variable wind forcing. 896 

The highest values of intrusion index were registered at the buoy station in late July – early 897 

August 2012 and at the Scanfish section on 31 July 2012 during the relaxation of the 898 

downwelling near the southern coast. Apart of this major sub-mesoscale structure, similar 899 

intrusions visible in the vertical salinity distribution at the buoy station were quite frequent in 900 

summers 2009-2012 in the seasonal thermocline layer – e.g. in late July – early August 2009, 901 

in mid-August 2011 and in July and August 2012 (Fig. 3). In addition, waters with slightly 902 

lower salinity were occasionally seen at the buoy station in July 2010 and clear evidences are 903 

provided by the Scanfish surveys on 22 July 2010 and 2 August 2010 that such intrusions of 904 

low salinity waters in the upper part of the seasonal thermocline originated from patches of 905 

lower surface salinity in the central gulf. At least in two occasions we could detect clear 906 

inclination of salinity intrusions in relation to the isopycnals – on 2 August 2010 in the 907 

southern part of the section and on 20 July 2012 in the central part of it. This finding is similar 908 

to the observations by Pietri et al. (2013) in the upwelling system off southern Peru, where 909 

they suggested that observed sub-mesoscale features could be the result of the stirring by the 910 
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mesoscale circulation. Note that the sub-surface chlorophyll a maxima registered at in the 911 

northern part of the Scanfish section on 22 July 2010 were also inclined in relation to the 912 

isopycnals (see Fig. 11). 913 

Two examples of bloom development in the near coastal convergence zones were shown in 914 

the present study – in late July 2010 near the northern coast and in July and August 2012 near 915 

the southern coast (Fig. 10). Lips and Lips (2014) suggested that the bloom near the northern 916 

coast in 2010 could be related to the sub-surface maxima of chlorophyll a, which contained 917 

the vertically migrating dinoflagellate Heterocapsa triquetra in very high abundances. Similar 918 

development of the biomass peak with a relatively high share of this vertically migrating 919 

species in the surface layer was observed in the same area also in August 2006, (Lips and 920 

Lips, 2010). The highest biomass and chlorophyll a content in that convergence zone was 921 

associated with the locally higher location of isopycnals, thus, with the stratified conditions in 922 

the surface layer, although in the downwelling area. 923 

The Scanfish surveys conducted during the downwelling event and its relaxation at the end 924 

of July 2012 did not show high chlorophyll a content in the sub-surface layer. However, the 925 

data both from the buoy station and from the Scanfish surveys registered clearly enhanced 926 

chlorophyll a content in the surface layer with quite a large intermittency in the chlorophyll a 927 

content and layer thickness with enhanced chlorophyll a content (Figs. 10 and 11). Note that 928 

the blooms lasted relatively long time (about 10 ten days), and the highest biomass 929 

(chlorophyll a content) was not observed near the mesoscale upwelling front where the largest 930 

vertical velocities could be expected (e.g. Thomas and Lee, 2005). Levy et al. (2012) showed 931 

that the sub-mesoscale processes have large-scale effect on phytoplankton growth in the 932 

ocean, which could be seen at larger scales and distant places. An improvement in the 933 

resolution of ocean circulation models has resulted in more energetic motions not only close 934 

to the large scale (or mesoscale) fronts but rather in the surface layer of the whole modelling 935 

domain (Capet et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2010).  936 

We suggest that the maintenance of the bloom, which could not be explained by pure 937 

convergence due to the Ekman drift in the surface layer, must benefit from other processes 938 

feeding the surface layer with nutrients and/or biomass. The ageostrophic sub-mesoscale 939 

processes could be responsible for re-stratification of the surface layer, vertical transport and 940 

thus, also for growth enhancement (Levy et al., 2012). This conclusion supports the concept 941 

that the vertical exchanges related to the mesoscale processes (eddies) are enhanced due to the 942 

sub-mesoscale activity and not only in the vicinity but also far off the mesoscale features 943 

(Klein and Lapeyre, 2009).    944 
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The results of the present study can be concluded as follows. The analysis of high-945 

resolution data from summers 2009-2012 revealed pronounced sub-mesoscale features in the 946 

surface and subsurface layer, e.g. upwelling and downwelling filaments and intra-thermocline 947 

intrusions with spatial scales of a few kilometrers (typical baroclinic Rossby radius in the 948 

Gulf of Finland is 2-5 km). The horizontal wavenumber spectra of temperature variance 949 

estimated between the lateral scales of 10 and (1)0.5 km had the slopes close to -2 both in the 950 

surface layer and in the seasonal thermocline. It shows that the ageostrophic sub-mesoscale 951 

processes contribute considerably to the energy cascade in this stratified sea basin. We 952 

showed that the role of sub-mesoscale processes iswas significant especially in the conditions 953 

of changing wind forcing, e.g. during the development and relaxation of coastal upwelling 954 

and downwelling events. We suggest that the sub-mesoscale processes play a major role in 955 

feeding surface blooms in the conditions of coupled coastal upwelling and downwelling 956 

events in the Gulf of Finland.  957 
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